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Overview 
•  Case Study Instructions - 5 min 
•  Breakout Case Session - 55 min 
•  Interpreting and action on LESAT results 
•  Breakout Case prep time - 30 min 
•  Team report out - 15 min per team with Q&A 
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Case Study Instructions 
•  Experience the type of results and feedback that may be 
experienced during your LESAT facilitation and follow-on 
work 
•  2 Cases that represent enterprises using LESAT 
•  Advanced Composite Aerostructures Incorporated 
•  Electronic Systems Incorporated 
•  Background info and LESAT results provided 
•  Read the Case individually (15 minutes) 
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Case Study Instructions 
•  Prepare to brief the case as a team 
•  Highlight the major facts 
•  Outline the prime issues related to Lean Transformation 
•  Provide Evidence from the LESAT results 
•  Propose the recommended actions and timeline 
•  Report out to the whole group (15 minutes w/ discussion) 
•  Include answers to questions at end of case 
